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Abstract 
We analyze the speed of convergence to stationarity for a specific stochastic system consisting 
of a finite number of interacting particles on the circle. We define a coupling and a martingale 
related to this coupling to show that the time needed to approach stationarity is a polynomial in 
the number of particles of degree at most 12, and thus prove that the chain is rapidly mixing. 
This is partly due to the fact that the coupling time happens before the martingale escapes from 
a certain strip. We use a relaxation time related to Poincar6's characterization f the second 
largest eigenvalue of the chain, to lower bound the time to stationarity by a polynomial of 
degree 3. 
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1. A process of interacting particles 
Consider d particles on the unitary circumference of a circle moving as follows: for 
each time t = 1, 2, .. . ,  
• choose a uniform random point Ut on the circumference of the circle; 
• toss a fair coin to decide which of the two neighboring particles (the closest in either 
the clockwise or the counterclockwise direction) should be moved to Us. 
Formally, fix an arbitrary point on the circumference of the circle as the origin and 
think of the clockwise direction (c.d.) as the positive direction. Keep track of the 
d positions of the particles by considering their order statistics: for each time t, write 
Xt = (X, ~, . . . ,  X~), where X~ is the ith order statistic. For example, take d = 3 and 
assume that at time t = 0, the process is in state (0.2,0.5,0.8). If U1 = 0.1 and the 
counterclockwise direction (c.c.d.) is chosen, then at time t = 1, the process jumps to 
state (0.1, 0.2, 0.5). 
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The process {Xr} = {(Xt ~ . . . .  , Xtd)} is a Markov chain with uncountable state space 
5 Q, consisting of all strictly increasing d-tuples (xl, . . . ,  xn) in [0, 1) a. The following 
proposition identifies the stationary distribution of this process. 
Proposition I.I. Let {Yt} be a copy of {X,} with initial uniform distribution, that is, 
Yo = ( Y lo . . . . .  Y~) represents the order statistics of d independent and identically distrib- 
uted (i.i.d.) uniform on (0, 1) random variables. Then this uniform distribution is a station- 
ary distribution for the process and the process is reversible. 
To prove that the process {Y,} is stationary and reversible, it suffices to show that 
{ ¥o, Y1 ) ~ (¥l, ¥o). For this, construct the following pair of random variables (Zo, Z1 ): 
• draw (d + 1) i.i.d, uniform particles on the circle, 
• choose an adjacent pair of particles at random (each pair has probability 1/(d + 1) 
to be chosen), 
• toss a fair coin and label one of these two particles with head and the other one with 
tail 
and define 
Zo - all ordered particles except he one labeled head 
and 
Z1 - all ordered particles except he one labeled tail. 
By interchanging the labels head and tail, it follows that: (Zo,Z1) ~ (Z1 ,Zo). Further- 
more, Z0 ~ }1o, since Zo is obtained by erasing one particle at random among (d + 1) 
i.i.d, uniform particles on the circle. Thus, it suffices to show that the conditional 
distributions of ¥~ given ¥o and that of Z~ given Zo are the same. A direct computation 
gives 
p(¥~ has particles at z~, . . . , z j - l , [  Yo = (zl . . . .  ,zd)) = ~1 
kZj+l, ... ,za and in (yj, yj + Ayj) Ayj 
and 
p(ZoE×e ~(z~,z~+Az~)~= and t=(  r~e " "~- (d+l)! 
\Z ,  e x, ,j(zi, z, + Azi) x (yj, yj + Ayj) :1  zxzl) zxyj f(d + 5 '  
follows by noting that (d + 1)! is the number of different ways in which d + 1 particles 
can be arranged in d + 1 different intervals, 1/(d + 1) is the probability of choosing 
a specific pair of particles, namely the particles in the intervals (zj, zj + Azj) and 
(yj, yj + Ayj) and i is the probability that the particle in (yj, yj + Ayj) gets the label 
tail. Similarly, 
d 
P(Zo~ xi=l ~ , 
i~1 
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thus 
(Z1 has particles at z: . . . .  ,zj_~, ~, ) d' l Ayj 
P = (z~, ... ,Zd) = Ay~ -~" d! - kZj+l . . . . .  za and in (yj, y j+  Ayi) ~o 2 ' 
from which the proposition follows. 
The aim of this paper is to show that for the process {X,}, the amount of time 
needed to approach stationarity (in total variation distance) is a polynomial in d, 
which implies that the process is rapidly mixing in the number of particles d. 
The total variation distance between two given probabilities ~t and v on (S, B) is 
defined as 
1]~-- vii = supBI#(A)-- v(A)]. 
Write Pt(x,.) for the transition probability function of the process {Xt}, u(. ) for the 
density of the order statistics of d i.i.d, uniform on (0, 1) random variables, dx(t) for the 
total variation distance between them, and d(. ) for the worst-case deviation, 
d(t) = supdx(t) = sup IlP,(x,.) - ~(')ll. (1) 
x X 
The main result is: 
Theorem 1.2. Let ~ ~ (0, 1/2e) and T, be the time needed to be a-close to stationarity (in 
total variation distance), that is, 
d(z~) <~ ~. 
Then, there exist constants C1(~) and C2(~) which depend on ~ such that 
Cld  3 ~ Z~ ~ C2d1210gd. (2) 
Remark. (1) The total variation distance is a natural metric to measure distances 
between distributions. In addition, it has the following advantage: d(" ) is decreasing in
its argument (see Section 2.1), so that once d(-) becomes maller than some small 
quantity ~, it remains that way from then on. Hence, it suffices to consider the time 
parameter r~. 
(2) In Cu611ar Montoya (1993), the upper bound obtained is of the order d 1°. This 
requires ome extra work (of which a brief description is given in Section 3.6), but no 
new ideas. 
A close relative of our process is the Hammersley process, introduced by 
Aldous and Diaconis (1995). Venkatsubramani (1995) determines its hydrodynamic 
limit on the unitary circle, but does not characterize the rate of convergence to 
stationarity. 
Interactive particles systems typically have a countable state space. Fill (1991) 
considers the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process on Zp (the circle with p sites) 
(see Liggett, 1985), and generalizes the geometric bounds of Diaconis and Strook 
(1991), to show that the time to stationarity is polynomial in the number of sites, but 
exponential in the number of particles. To the author's knowledge, there is no other 
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example of a continuous state space interacting particle system that has been proven 
to be rapidly mixing. 
It seems natural to want to approximate continuous state space processes with ones 
having discrete state spaces, so as to take advantage of the rich collection of tools 
available for studying the rates of convergence tostationarity. Unfortunately, this idea 
fails, in part, because in total variation, the original process and its approximation are 
unity apart. This motivates the investigation of methods for analyzing processes of 
interacting particles with continuous tate space directly. In Section 2, we derive 
a lower bound for the time to stationarity by using the relaxation time defined by 
Aldous (1992). The latter is related to the Poincar6's characterization for the second 
largest eigenvalue of the Markov kernel of the chain. In Section 3, we rely on an 
appropriate coupling, instead of the usual geometric bounds, to deduce an upper 
bound for the time to stationarity. 
2. Lower bound for the time needed to approach stationarity 
2.1. Time-parameters for reversible Markov chains 
The time-parameters presented here measure the time needed to approach station- 
arity. For a complete xposition about the theory relating these and other time- 
parameters (like mean hitting times and mean commute times) associated with 
reversible Markov chains, see Aldous (1982, 1992). 
Let {X,} be a reversible Markov chain with continuous state space 5e and station- 
ary distribution . Recall d(.) as defined in (1), and define d(') as follows: 
d(t) - sup II Pt(x, ") - Pt(y, ")II. 
x, y ~ ,% ~ 
These metrics have the following properties (see Aldous 1983, 1992): 
Lemma 2.1. Let d and d be the total variation distances as defined above, then for all 
t, s > O, 
(a) d(t) % d(t) ~ 2d(t). 
(b) d(t + s) ~ d(t)d(s). 
(c) The function d(" ) is decreasino. 
Introduce the following time-parameters: the total variation threshold time Zx, 
Zl =- inf {t; d(t) <~ ~} 
and the relaxation time z2, 
f E ,  [g2(Xo)] . . . . . . .  
= z sup 2 , ~=Lgt~oU 
(3) 
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where the supremum is taken over all non-constant functions g(.). The constant e- 
and the choice of using d(" ) instead of d(" ) in (3), have no special significance beyond 
making the constants work out nicely when comparing Zl with z2 (see Theorem 2.2 
below), r ~ is just another way of formalizing the concept of time to approach stationar- 
ity (e.g. by Lemma 2.1, d(zx) ~< e- 1). The definition of z2 is the extremal characteriza- 
tion of the relaxation time given in Ch. 3 of Aldous (1992). In the case of a discrete state 
space Markov chain, z2 is equal to 1/(1-  ),2), where 22 is the second largest 
eigenvalue of the matrix of transition probabilities and which determines the rate of 
convergence to stationarity (see Keilson, 1979), 
Theorem 2.2 (Aldous) "C 2 - -  1 < "[1" 
Remark. The exposition in Aldous (1992) is for finite state space Markov chains 
either in discrete or continuous time. To see that Theorem 2.2 also applies to our 
continuous tate space Markov chain, apply the theorem to the discrete state space 
version of our process: allow the d particles to move along only N fixed sites placed 
around the circle (with N larger than d). For each time t/> 1, choose an empty site at 
random and toss a fair coin to decide which of the two neighboring particles hould be 
moved to the random chosen site. Write z~ N) for the total variation threshold, z~2 m for 
the relaxation time and dN for the total variation distance. By letting the number of 
sites N go to infinity, we obtain our process. It is not hard to see that z~2 mconverges to 
z2, and since for all positive integers N, 
tiN(t) <~ d(t) =~ lim z~ N) ~< rl, 
N~o~ 
the theorem follows. 
2.2. Lower bound 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let {Xt} be the process of interacting particles described in 
Section 1. We need to show that for some constant C~ and for z >~ Cld 3 
1 
2~ ~< d('r). (4) 
Assume that r ~< 172, then by Theorem 2.2, r - 1 < rl. Further, from Lemma 2.1 and 
the definition of zl, it follows that 
1 1 
2d(z -  1) t>d(z -1 )>-  = d(z -  1)>~.  
e ze 
Thus, to prove expression (4), we need to lower bound 27 2. Using the extremal 
characterization f z2, we can obtain this bound by computing 
~.[g2(Xo)] 
E,~ I-(o(x~ ) - g(xo))22 (5) 
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for some non-constant function g(.) such that E,~[g(Xo)] = 0. In particular, choose 
d 
g(x) = Y, sin(2nxi). 
i=1  
The function g(x) a = Y.i= 1 sin(2nx) is a natural candidate, since sin(2nx) provides the 
right rate of convergence for random walk on the circle (see Diaconis, 1988). Under 
the stationary distribution, the positions of the particles at time 0, are i.i.d, uniform 
(0, 1) random variables. Let {U~} be such positions and recall that Xo is the corres- 
ponding vector of order statistics, then 
d 
s in ,2<,  =o 
Similarly, since i d {Uo} i=1 are i.i.d, and since Io ~ sin2(2nu)du = Ilo cos2(2nu)du - ½, 
E~[g2(Xo)3 = E~ sin(2n Uo) = dEs [sin2(2n U~)] = ~. 
i=1  
To compute the denominator in (5), suppose that at time 1, it is the particle at position 
X~ that is moved to position X~, and since all the others remain in their location, 
d 
g(X1) - g(Xo) = ~ (sin(2nX{) - sin(2nX~)) = sin(2nX{) - sin(2nX~). 
i=1  
Consider the two pairs of random variables (Yo, I11 ) and (Zo, ZI) used in identifying the 
stationary distribution. We have proved that (Y0, I11 ) & (Zo, ZI). Hence starting with 
the stationary distribution makes IX~ - X s I have the same distribution as the length 
of the interval chosen at random among the (d + 1) intervals formed by (d + 1) i.i.d. 
uniform random variables: that is, if {li }~+l ~are such intervals and V~ is uniform on 
{ 1, . . . ,  (d + 1)}, then lv, & f X~ - X~ I. Further, as the interval of length lvl is chosen 
f t  )d+ 1 at random, it has the same distribution as each of the random variables ~,~ i= ~. 
Classical trigonometric dentities give 
(sin(2nX~) - sin(2nX~))2 = 4 cos 2 (n(X~ + X~)) sin 2 (n(X~ - X~)) 
~< 4 sinZ(n]X~ - X~ ]) 
cJ n2( ) = 4si nlv, . 
From the inequality sin/(nx) ~< n2x2, it follows that 
E~ [(g(X~) -- g(Xo))23 ~< 4n2E[(lv, )23. 
Finally, use Lemma A.3 in the appendix, 
2!d! 8n 2 
4nZE[(lv,) z] = 4n 2 
(d+2)!  (d+l ) (d+2)  
and put it all together to obtain the desired result 
E~[gZ(Xo)] 2~ d(d + 1)(d + 2) 
7J 2 ~ 2E,~[(g(X1) - - g(Xo) )  2 ]  >~ 8n~ - -  8,/~ 2 [ ]  
(d + l)(d + 2) 
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Remark. Any function g(x)= •d= 1 4~(Xi) with 4)(') having bounded erivative and 
• • 1 satisfying So qS(x)dx = 0 and S~ ~b2(x) dx < ~,  will produce a lower bound of order d 3. 
We do not know if there is another function that yields a lower bound of higher order. 
3. Upper bound for the time needed to reach stationarity 
3.1. Introduction 
3.1.1. The coupling 
Let the process of particles {X,} have arbitrary initial distribution• Recall that 
X, = (X], . . . ,  X~) represents he order statistics of the d positions of the particles. Let 
{Y,} be a copy of {X~}, but with initial stationary distribution. Define the coupling 
{(X,, Y,)} by defining {X,} and {Y,} on the same probability space, that is, at time t = 0, 
draw d particles on the circumference of the unit circle for each process, according to 
their respective initial distributions, and for all times t >/1, move the particles of each 
process using the same process {Ut} of uniform random points. Define the meeting 
time TM by 
TM -- min{t >~ 0; X, = I1,,}. 
The meeting time TM is also known as the coupling time, since for all t >~ TM,X, is 
identical to Y, It is well known that the tail probability of the coupling time provides 
an upper bound for the total variation distance from stationarity, 
dx(t) - -  I l P , (x , . )  - r c ( - ) l l  <.PxfrM > t) (6 )  
(see Lindvall, 1992 for a complete xposition on the coupling method). Hence an 
estimator of this tail probability provides an upper bound for the rate of convergence 
of the process of interacting particles to stationarity. 
To analyze the behavior of the coupling {(X,, Yt)}, think of the 2d particles as being 
on the circumference of the same circle. Now at time t + 1, take a uniform random 
point U,+ 1 on the circle and suppose that the counterclockwise direction is chosen, 
then the nearest particles of each process in the counterclockwise direction of Ut, say 
X /and  Y[, are moved to Ut+l, forming what we will call a match. Fig. 1 illustrates 
this: To simplify the illustrations of specific particles' configurations on the circle, 
think of the circumference ashaving been stretched out into a line of unit length. On 
this line, the right (positive direction) is the clockwise direction (c.d.) and the left is the 
counterclockwise direction (c.c.d.). Matched particles are represented by dark circles 
and unmatched particles, by empty circles. 
Observe that the number of matches i always non-decreasing, since if neither of the 
particles X[ or Y~ is matched, then the number of matches will increase by one (as in 
Fig. 1) and if at least one of them is already matched, then the number of matches 
remains the same. Indeed, either X~ and Y~ are matched and this match is moved to 
Ut + 1 or only one of them is matched, say X{ with Y/- 1, in which case this match is 
destroyed and a new one is formed at U~ + ~ with X /and  Y~ (see Fig. 2). Hence, if 
Tk = min{t ~> 0; X, and Yt form k matches}, 
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at time t: at time t + 1: 
z/ 
0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 • 
Xi -1  x J  c~_fl Ut+l XJ+l l  J r3+1 
Fig. 1. If the c.c.d, is chosen, the closest particles to Ut+ 1 in the c.c.d, will form a match at Ut+ 1. 
at time t: at time t + 1: 
• ~/~- 1 i Yt i -1  Yt' t+ l  Ztt+l 
0 • . 0 1" 0 . 0 • . 
x1-1 xl u,+l xI;  xi+l 
Fig. 2. Ifat least one of the particles to be moved is matched, then the number ofmatches remains the same. 
then Ta = 1 and Vk  = 1 . . . .  ,d - 1, Tk < Tk+l. Finally, observe that the time Td to 
form d matches is just the meeting time "l'~a. 
3.1.2. Preview 
To bound the tail probabi l i ty of Ta, observe that for positive integers 
1 = s l  < S2 < S 3 < "'" Sd, 
d 
P(Td > Sd) <<. ~ e(Tk > Sk; Tk-1 <~ SR-1) (7) 
k=2 
thus, we analyze the coupling {(X,, Y,)} during the time intervals {[Tk-1, Tk)} ~= z. For  
1, Tk)}k=2, we prove that their study can be reduced to the first d - 2 intervals {['T k_ a -  1 
looking at the last interval [Td- 1, Td), namely that 
d(t) = supPx(Ta > t) <~ dsupPx(Ta > t; Ta_ 1 <~ S). (8) 
x x 
We show that for t of the order d 12 log d the probabil ity Ix( Ta > t; Td- 1 <<. s) is strictly 
less than 1/2d. This suffices to prove the rapidly mixing property because by properties 
(a) and (b), Lemma 2.1, it follows that for all n >~ 1, d(nt) <. [2d(t)]", and thus 
d(nt) <~ 2dsupPx(Td > t; T~-I <~ s) . (9) 
Hence d(t) can be made arbitrari ly small for t of the order d 12 logd. 
In Section 3.2 we prove Eq. (9). In Section 3.3 we introduce a process associated 
with the process {X,} and illustrate the basic technique used to bound the tail 
probabi l i ty of Td. In Section 3.4, we analyze the coupling between times Td- 1 and 
Td and give a first bound for the probabi l i ty P(Td > t; Td- 1 <~ s). In Sections 3.5 we 
prove Theorem 1.2 by combining the results of the two previous sections. Final 
remarks are presented in Section 3.6. 
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3.2. A new coupling 
Consider 2d particles placed on the circumference of the circle, d for each of two 
different types of particles, and assume that they form k matches. Call this configura- 
tion C1. Modify this configuration by taking any unmatched particle of the first type 
and putting it at the same position as any of the unmatched particles of the other type. 
Call this second configuration C2 (see Fig. 3). 
Proposition 3.1. Consider two configurations of 2d particles each, like configurations C 1 
and Ca above. Perform one step of  the coupling. I f  the number of matches does not 
increase in C1, then the number of  matches does not increase in C2. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the set of unmatched particles in C2 is contained 
in the set of unmatched particles in C1. [] 
Define a new coupling {()~,, ~)} as follows: At time Tk- 1 for each of the processes in
the coupling {(X,, g,)} choose one unmatched particle, say Nt for process {X,} and 
Mt for {F t} and let 
Y, _= F, and V k ¢ Nt, X k - X k and X, s ' -  y u,. 
The coupling {(.~,, Y,)} is exactly like {(X,, g,)}, except hat particle N, is now matched 
with particle M,. Now for all t > Tk- 1, let both coupli~s run with the same process of 
uniform points { U, }. Let Zk = Tk -- Tk- 1 and Zk'-'~ 1 = rk + t -- Tk be the times needed by 
the couplings {(X,, gt)} and {(.~,, Y,,)} to get the kth and (k + 1)th matches, respectively. 
Proposition 3.2. Zk will happen before Zk + 1 and so, for s < t, 
P(T  k > t; Tk -  1 ~ S) ~P(Tk+I  > t ;T  k ~ s). 
Proof. By construction, at time Tk-t  the couplings {(Xt, Yt)} and {(L, ~)} are like 
configurations C1 and C2 described in Proposition 3.1, from which it follows that if 
T k > 1 ~ Zk+l > 1. 
Configuration C1 
X (~ X X X X 
• 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 
Y Y Y Y (~) Y 
Configuration C2 
X X X IX  I X X 
• • • 0 [~ 0 0 0 
Y Y Y Y Y 
Fig. 3. Construct C 2 from C~ by moving any of the unmatched particles labeled x to any of the unmatched 
particles labeled y, like the particles circled above. 
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In fact, according to Proposition 3.1, it suffices to prove that for each time 
tE(Tk-~, Tk), the couplings {(X,,Y,)} and {(~,, Y,,)} are like configurations C~ and 
C2 above. This is a consequence of the following three claims: 
1. The stationary processes {Yt} and {~} are the same. 
2. For each t >>. Tk-~, the process {X,} differs from {~,} in at most one particle. 
For claim 2, observe that by construction, at time Tk-1 both processes {X,} and 
{.~,} differ only in one particle. From time TR- ~ on, they keep moving with the same 
process of uniform random points and only one particle can be moved at a time. Thus 
they cannot differ in more than one particle. Finally, they will become the same 
process whenever we move the particles in which they differ at the same time. 
3. Further, for each t~ IT k_ 1, Tk), the processes {Xt} and {..Y,} differ in exactly one 
particle, which is unmatched in {X,} and matched in {.~_,}. 
Otherwise, both couplings would be exactly the same, so they would have the same 
number of matches, namely, at least (k + 1) matches! [] 
Corollary 3.3. For each k = 2, ... ,  d - 1, given the coupling {(Xt, Ft)} at time Tk- 1, 
take (d - k - 1) unmatched particles of the {Xt} process and move them to the same 
position as any of the (d - k - 1) unmatched particles of the stationary process. Write 
{0¢t, ~)}for the new positions of these 2d particles, and for all time t after Tk- ~, let both 
couplings run with the same process of uniform random points { Ut }. Denote by Tk and 
Td the times needed by {(Xt, Ft)} and {(2,, ~)} to get their next respective matches, then 
P( Tk > t; Tk- 1 < S) < P( Tn > t; Ta- 1 < s). 
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.2, d - k - 1 times. [] 
Apply Corollary 3.3 to Eq. (7) in the previous ection to obtain (8), and use Lemma 2.1 
to deduce (9). 
3.3. Center of gravity 
In the rest of this paper, we use the following representation f the process {X,}. 
Instead of letting {X,} represent the order statistics of the positions of the particles, we 
will now keep track of individual particles: At time 0, order the particles and label 
them so that: 0 < X~ < ... < Xo d < 1, where X~ stands for the position of particle i at 
time 0. Then for all t >~ 1, let 
x ;  = xL  1 + 6~, 
where 61 tells us how much particle i moves at time t. For example, if 
Xo = (0.2,0.5,0.8), UI = 0.1 and the c.c.d, is chosen, then 6 3 =0.3. Previously, 
X~ =(0.1,0.2,0.5), but now X~ =(0.2,0.5,1.1). With this new representation, 
X, = (X 1 . . . . .  X g) is an increasing d-tuple of real numbers, and since the particles 
cannot cross each other, the range of the particles is still less than 1. In addition, for all 
t, X[ is the position of particle i at time t. 
This relabeling is just a matter of convenience. As we shall see, it makes certain 
processes martingales. It does not alter the study of the coupling, since by performing 
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a circular permutation of Xt modulo 1, the original representation f the process is 
recovered, and thus, the first time the new process {X,} is a circular permutation ofthe 
stationary process, it is still equal to the meeting time "I'M. 
For the above defined process {X,} = {(X~, ..., X~)} consider the average position 
of the d particles at time t: 
1L i 
At =- ~ Xt. 
i=1  
Proposition 3.4. The process {At} is a martingale with respect o the natural filtration 
J t  of X,. 
Proof. By definition, At is '~t measurable. Write AA,+I = A,+I - At, let { Ut } be the 
process of uniform random points and for all k = 1, ..., d, let l~ be the length of the 
interval I, k between the (k - 1)th and kth particles at time t. Then 
d 
E[AAt+I ]~t] = ~ E[AAt+I I U,+, 6I~;~,]P(U,+, ~l~l~,) 
k=1 
=k=l~\Zd-Zd j  =0" [] 
, A 1}. I f t  (1 log 4 log~)10d 4, then Theorem3.5. Let T=min{t; l )~,=~A ,]>/ = + + 
P(T > t) <<. ft. 
Remark. T is the time needed by the martingale {At} to move a distance qual to one 
from its original position. This gives an idea of how fast the process {X,} moves: Think 
of the positions of the particles i e {Xt}i= 1 to be (0, 1) valued as in the previous ection. 
Then T becomes the time it takes the average position of the particles to go once 
around the circle. And so, if we think about he coupling, one would expect most of the 
d matches to have occurred by time T. 
To estimate T, consider the quadratic variation process { Qt } of the martingale { At }, 
Q , -  ~ Var [A , l~ ,_ l ]  = E[(AA,)ZlY,_a]. 
n-1  n=l  
We expect hat the larger the total amount of conditional variance of the martingale 
is, the faster it will escape from the strip. Thus, the usefulness of the process {Q,} to 
estimate T. 
Proof. Let Qt be the quadratic variation of the martingale A,. Sine Q, is increasing in t, 
P(T > t) <~ P(Qr >>- x) + P(T > t; Q, < x). (10) 
To bound the tail distribution of Qr, use Theorem B.1 in Appendix B, with a = 1, 
4(4) P(Qr>~X)<~exp 1-  . (11) 
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The second term on the right-hand side of inequality (10) vanishes for x = t/27d 4, 
since 1/27d 4 is a lower bound for the conditional quadratic variation of At. This 
follows from the fact that 
P([AAt+ll > ~lo~t)>~ 1 -2d2~ (12) 
and hence 
E[(AA,+I)21~t]/> eZP(IAA,+ll > e[~) /> 5z(1 - 2d2e). 
This lower bound is maximized for e > 0 at e = 1/3d 2, and thus 
1 
E[(AA,+ 1) 2 I~t ]  ~ 27d~- . 
Combining expressions (10)-(12) yields 
P(T > t) ~< ~exp 1 10~d 4 (13) 
so that P(T > t) <~ 8, whenever t = (1 + log~ + log~)108d 4. [] 
Corollary 3.6. E[T] <~ 144ed 4. 
Proof. Integrate the upper bound for the tail probability of T provided in inequality 
(13). [] 
Theorem 3.7. By time T, all d particles have moved more than lid. 
Proof. By definition of T, 
1~< AA. =? (X~-X~) -- 2(X~-X'o)/>d. 
n=l  i=l  i=1 
Without loss of generality, assume that by time T the center of gravity has gone 
around the circle in the clockwise direction (c.d.) 
d 
Y' (X~ - X~) ~> d, (14) 
i=1  
then by time T, all particles must have moved in the c.d., that is, V i = 1 . . . . .  d, 
X~ - X~ > 0. (15) 
If not, there would exist a particle, say j, such that X~ - X~ ~ 0, and so 
Z (x~ - x~) > d + (X~ - X~) > d, 
i# j  
thus implying that there xists at least one particle, say k (with k ~ j), such that 
d 
x~ - x~/> ~ > 1. 
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This means that particle k must go around the circle in the c.d. by time T, which is 
impossible because particle j would not, and particles cannot cross each other. To 
prove that for all i = 1, . . . ,d, 
1 
- > 3 '  
assume that there exists a particle j such that X~-X~ ~<~ and recall that 
0 ~< Xo ~ < ... < Xdo < 1. Since particles cannot cross each other, and since they will 
ultimately move in the c.d. by time T (as proved in expression (15)), for all 
i = 1, ... ,j - 1, particle i cannot move more than its distance from particle j at time 
0 plus whatever particle j moves by time T, that is, 
• ' " , 1 
- < - + - < 1 + 
Similarly, for all particles i = j + 1, .. . ,  d, 
• - • 1 
Xk-X~<[1- (Xo-X~)3+X~-X~<I+3.  
Adding up all these inequalities it follows that 
a d I d 
- < (d  - 1)  + d = 
i = 1  
contradicting (14). Therefore by time T all particles have moved more than lid. [] 
3.4. Amount o f  time between the penultimate and the last matches 
We now study the coupling {(X,, Y~)} between times Td- 1 and Td and prove that 
regardless of the distribution of the particles at time Ta_ 1, the dth match happens 
before a polynomial time of order d 1°, with a probability of at least ½. We rely on the 
fact that for Ta- 1 <<. t < Ta, the difference between the two unmatched particles (one 
for each of the processes {X,} and {Y,}) is a martingale, so that the problem of 
estimating Td is reduced to considering two stopping times. The first one is the 
amount of time that this martingale needs to escape from a certain strip. This time is 
bounded in terms of the quadratic variation process associated with the martingale 
(see Section 3.4.2 and Appendix B). The second stopping time, is the amount of time 
required in order for three consecutive particles of the same process, which are very 
close together, to separate (this stopping time is denoted by 6 " TR ...... y m Section 3.4.3). 
These ideas are formally stated in Section 3.4.1. Section 3.4.2 deals with the amount 
of time required by the martingale to escape from a strip and with the distribution of 
the quadratic variation process. Section 3.4.3 deals with the second stopping time 
described above (Ta ...... y) and finally Section 3.4.4 contains the final bound for the 
probability P(Td > t; T d_ 1 <~ s). 
3.4.1. A marked process and a martingale 
X ~ Let { ,}t=o be the process of interacting particles as defined in Section 3.3 with 
arbitrary initial distribution. Let { Ut } ,% o be the process of uniform random points on 
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j -1  j j+ l  j -1  j j+ l  
• ~ 0 • • • 0 
Ut+l c.~ Mt Mt+l 
Fig. 4. If the marked (unmatched) particle Mt is moved in the c.c.d, at time t + 1, then Mr+ 1 becomes 
M~+L 
the circle. At time zero, according to some arbitrary rule, mark one of the d particles 
and let Mo be the index of such particle (Moe{1,2 . . . .  ,d}). This marked particle 
behaves according to the following rules: Let Mr be the marked particle at time t; then 
at time t + 1: 
• If the particle to be moved to Ut+ 1 is the marked particle M,  then either Ut+ 1 is in 
the clockwise direction (c.d.) of Mr, in which case, M~+I = Mr - 1 or Ur+; is in the 
counterclockwise direction (c.c.d.) of M,  in which case M~+ 1 = Mr + 1. 
• Otherwise, the marked particle remains the same: M~+I = Mr. 
See Fig. 4 for an example. The marked process {(X, Mr)} is also a Markov chain. 
Define for all times t >1 Td-1, 
M~' = unmatched particle at time t of process {X,} 
and 
Mt r = unmatched particle at time t of process {Yt}, 
and observe that each of the unmatched particles M~' and M~ behaves exactly as the 
marked particle described above until they match. Write XM: and YM; for the positions 
of the unmatched particles at time t. Let li and Li be the lengths of the intervals formed 
by the (i - 1)-th and i-th particles at time t of the processes {Yt} and {Xt}, respectively. 
Define a new process {XM:} as follows: 
• At time t = T d_ 1, let XM: = XM~. 
• For all t >1 Td-1, let 
(~M, x+LM:+I if M~' is moved in the c.c.d, at time t+ l ,  
XM•+' = IX~-Jx-- LM; if M~ is moved in the c.d. at time t + 1, 
~XM: otherwise. 
The process {XM, } is real valued, while {XM:} is a (0, 1) valued process. Still, XM; and 
XM: are equal modulo 1. For example, take d = 3 and assume that for t = Ta_ 1, the 
process {Xr} is in state (0.3,0.5,0.8) with XM, = 0.8. Now suppose that at time t + 1, 
Ut+l = 0.6 and that the c.d. is chosen; then at time t + 1, the process would jump to 
state (0.3, 0.5, 0.6) and so XM,+, = 0.3 while X~t,+, = 0.8 + 0.5 = 1.3. 
Similarly, define the process { YM~, } using the marked particle M[ and the intervals 
formed by the particles in the station n~ary pro g~cess {Y,}. Let Dt be the distance between 
the two unmatched particles: Dt = YM~, -- XMX 
Proposition 3.8. {Dt}rZo is a martingale with respect to the natural filtration of the 
coupling ~r = ~r((Xo, Yo), ..., (Xt, Yt)). 
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Proof. By definition, YM," and XM~ are ~,  measurable, thus Dt is also ~,  measurable. 
Let ADt+ 1 = Dt+l - D, To prove that the increments {AD,} have conditional expec- 
tation 0, consider the following two cases: 
1. If Mr and M~' are not neighbors (see Fig. 5), then 
LMX+ 1 1Mr IM~,+ 1I I "l 
E[AD,+ l i f t , ]  = (--LM~+,)+~LM:+~(IMr+,)+----5--,--,M,;,=O. 
2. If M, y and M~' are neighbors, then M~' is the closest particle ither (a) in the c.c.d. 
or (b) in the c.d. of M[. 
(a) The length of the interval between particles M~' and M, y is given by Dt (see Fig. 6), 
E[AD,+,Io~,] = (-Dr)+ (-D,)+-sLM:+ ~ M~,+, =0. 
(b) The length of the interval between M}' and M~' is given by 1 -D, ,  thus 
~ l-D, 1-Dr  
E[AD,+,I~,] = (1-Dr)+ (1--Dt)+~(-- IM~)+~LM~+~ =0. 
[] 
Since the particles Mt y and M/~ cannot cross each other, Dt ~ [0, 1] for all t, and 
whenever the particles become matched, the distance between them becomes either 
0 or 1 and remains unchanged thereafter. Therefore, 
Ta=min{t>Td-1 ;O,=O or Dr=l} .  
Write T d for the time needed by the martingale {Dr } to escape from the strip -4- 1 after 
time Ta- 1, 
n=Td_l+ 1 
LM~ LM[+I lMy lM~t+ 1 
XMF YM~ 
Fig. 5. Unmatched particles Mt r and M~ are not neighbors. 
LM F Dt IM~+l lMY 1 - Dt LM:+I 
• 0 0 • • 0 0 • 
XM{ YM~t YMt XM; ~ 
Fig. 6. Unmatched particles are neighbors: (a) M~ is in the c.c.d, of M[; (b) M~' is the c.d. of M,L 
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Clearly, 
Td ~< T a. (16) 
As in Theorem 3.5, consider the total quadratic variation process Qt associated with 
the martingale {D,}, 
Q, -  Var[Dnlo~n_l] = ~ E[(AD,)2I~'~n-1] 
n=l  n=l  
and let Q,,~ = Qs - Q~ be the total quadratic variation between times n + 1 and s. To 
estimate the probability of G~,t = { Td > t; Td- 1 <<. s}, see whether Q T, ,,, is smaller or 
greater than some fixed positive number x. Use (16) and Corollary B.2 to bound the 
tail probability of QT~ ,, ~, 
4(14) P(Gs,t;QT, ,,~>x)<~P(QT~ ,,r~ > X) ~<~exp -- • (17) 
To estimate the distribution of QT . . . .  t on {Td-1 ~< s < t < Td}, we have two cases: 
In the first one, we upper bound the distribution of QT . . . .  t in terms of the marginal 
distributions of the quadratic variations {E[ADz+ 1 lift]} of the martingale {Dr}. As 
long as the unmatched particles are not neighbors, or are neighbors but are not too 
close, say at least e apart, the quadratic variation E[ADt+ ~ ]o~t] can be bounded by 
a function depending only on the stationary process and e, whose distribution is 
known. 
Otherwise, we will say that the coupling is in a bad situation: the unmatched 
particles are neighbors and are closer than ~. In this case, either 0 < D, < e or 
0 < (1 -Dr )  < ~. 
For this second case, consider the two matches urrounding the unmatched par- 
ticles M~' and M~ (see Fig. 7). The farther away these matches are from M~' and M[, 
the more likely these particles will match: M~' and M[ will match at time t + 1, if 
gt+ I~.(XM;-1,XM;) and the c.d. is chosen or if Ut+ 1 E: (YMt', YM;+ 1) and the c.c.d, is 
chosen. On the other hand, the closer these two matches (XM:-I, YM;-1) and 
(XM:+ 1, I'M;+ 1) are to each other, the less likely it will be for the particles M~' and 
Mr to match at time t + 1. In this case, we prove that with a positive probability it 
takes a polynomial amount of time in the number of particles d, to get the two 
unmatched particles back into a good situation (namely, that the two matches 
surrounding the unmatched particles, are separated by at least some quantity 6 >> e). 
We show that once in a good situation, the unmatched particles will match with 
a probability at least slightly less than a half. 
In summary, we proceed as follows: For e > 0 define 
T~aa =- min{t > Ta-1;M7 and M[ are neighbors and either Dt < e or 
(1 --D,) < e}. 
Write G~,, for the event { Te_ 1 ~< s; Td > t}, then 
P(G~,t)=P(Td_~ s;min{Td, r~ad} >t )+P(Td_ l  <~s; r{3aa <~t < Ta). (18) 
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YMYt-1 XM: YM{ YM~+I 
• $ o o ? • 
XMf-1 Ut+l ~ or ~ Ut+ l XM:+I 
Fig. 7. Unmatched particles M~' and M~ are closer than some small quantity e. 
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (18) will be bounded in a similar manner as 
in expression (17) and as described in the following paragraph. The second term will 
be taken care of as in the second case described above. We develop these bounds in the 
following two sections and present he final result in Section 3.4.4. 
3.4.2. Distribution of  the quadratic variation process 
In this section we bound the tail probability of min{Ta, T~ad} on {Tn_ 1 ~< s}. 
Proposition 3.9. Let x > O, e > 0 and t > s. Write A~,t = { Td- x <~ s; t < min{Td, T~aa}}, 
then 
4(4) P(A~,) ~< ~exp.  1 - +8d(d - 1)(d - 2)(\t 4x_ s])2/3 + 2d2/~e(-~_ s) )4x "~1/2. (19) 
To bound the probability of As, z, consider the total quadratic variation Qr, ,,t 
between times Te-1 and t, so that 
P(A~,t) = P(Asa; Qr,_, ,, > x) +P(A~,,; Qr, l,t ~< x) 
~< P(Qr,_,, T" > x) +P(A,,,; Qs, t <~ X) 
where the first inequality follows from the inequalities Te ~< T e and Te- 1 ~< s. For the 
second inequality apply Corollary B.2 with a = 1. To bound the distribution of Q~,t, 
we first get a bound in terms of the distribution of the conditional variance 
P(Var [Dr+ 11 o~t] ~< z) (see Proposition 3.12 ahead), and then we find a uniform bound 
in t for these probabilities (in Lemma 3.14). Finally, as stated in Proposition 3.15, the 
distribution of Q~,t can be bounded by the second and third terms on the right-hand 
side of inequality (19) and so the proposition follows. 
The rest of this section is dedicated to finding the bound for the distribution of Q~,t. 
Lemma 3.10. Let {Zt}t~ 1 be a sequence of positive real-valued random variables, then 
for all n >t 1 
,(n r z)2n+.,(z 
\ ,=.+1 Z~< ~< m,=.~+l ~< 
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I f  for some function c( " ), P(Zt <<, z) % c(z) for all t = n + 1 . . . . .  n + m, then 
P (  , t= ,+ l  "~" Zt <~ z) <~ 2e(2z/m). 
Proof. Let 
n+m 
S~ = F, l~z, <. ~1 
t=n+l  
and observe that if x~"+" ~t=n+lZt  ~ z, then at least half of the random variables 
Z,+I . . . . .  Z,+m have to be less than or equal to 2z/m, thus 
P Zt<~z <~P Sl~ ~ - -  
\ t=n+l  m 
and 
E(St) = ~ P Zt <~ <<. mc(2z/m). [] 
t=n+l  
Proposition 3.11. The quadratic variation of Dr+ 1 given Yt  is given by: 
1. I f  M2 and Mt  are not neighbors, 
E[(ADt + 1 )2 I ' -~t] - -  LM~LM;+ x 
2 
(LM: + LM:+ 1) q-  IMrlM:+ 1 (IM~ + IM:+ 1 )" 
2 
2. If M{ and M{ are neighbors, then either 
(a) M{ is the closest particle in the c.c.d, of MT, in which case 
_ , lM ' ,+  1 Dt tl E[(ADt+I)ZI~t] LMxDt(LM;2 +Dr) + 2 UM;+I + Dt) 
(b) or M[ is the closest particle in the c.d. of Mr, in which case 
E[(ADt+ 1)2l~-t] = IM:(1 --D,)(I~ ' + (1 -Dr) ]  
2 
LM;+ 1(1 --Dr) 
+ 2 [L~4;+ 1+ (1 -Dr)].  
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.8. [] 
Proposition 3.12. Let Ct be the event that the unmatched particles M[' and MY are 
neighbors at time t. Let s<t  and As, t - -{Ta-1 <~s;t <min{Ta, T~,d}}. Write 
g(x,y) = xy(x + y). Then 
__± ( 2 P A~ t; C~; g(IM~, IM:+ l) t -- SJ P(A~,t; Q~,t <~ x) <~ t - s .=~+1
__  ( 4X~ 
2 i P As, t;Cn;g(IM'.,g) ~--S,l" (21) 
+t- -Sn=s+ I
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Proof. Use the first bound in Lemma 3.10, 
2 P As' ;E[(AD")E[W"-I]  <~t~-s " P(As,,; Qs,, <~ x) <<. t - s.=s+l 
For the distribution of the quadratic variation, use Proposition 3.11 to see that on the 
set C. ~, 
1 E[(AD.)2I~._ 1] ~> ~O(1M~,IM~+I) 
and on the set C,c~{min { Td, T~,d} > n}, the unmatched particles are at least e apart 
and hence 
E[(AD,)Z[o~,-1] ~> ½ O(/M~., e). [] 
The distribution of the mark M[ is unknown, but using the stationary process it 
follows that: 
Proposition 3.13. For any function h, P(h(IM~) <, z) <~ dP(h(ll) <-% z). 
Remark. This bound is equivalent to d times the distribution of a random marked 
interval: Let V, be a uniform random variable on {1,2, . . . ,d), independent of the 
coupling {(X, Y,)}, then 
P(h(lv,) <~ z) = ~ P(h(ll) <, z; Vt = i) = ~ P(h(ll) <~ z) = P(h(ll) <~ z). 
i=1 1:1 
Proof. The proposition follows from 
d d 
P(h(lM~) <~ z) = ~ V(h(ll) <. z;M{ = i) <, ~ V(h(ll) <~ z) 
i=1 i=1 
tl itd and the fact that the intervals, , i = 1 are identically distributed (see Lemma A.2). [] 
Using the stationary process {Y,}, we bound uniformly the distribution of the 
quadratic variation of the martingale. 
Lemma 3.14. Let As., = {Td-1 ~< s < t < min{Td, T~a~}} and ne[s,t] ,  then 
P(As.,; E[(AD,) 2 I~ ,  - a] <~ z) <~ c(z) = 4d(d - 1)(d - 2)(2z) 2/3 
+ d(d -1) (~)  1/2. 
Proof. Let q(x, y) = xy(x + y) and again write C, for the event that the unmatched 
particles are neighbors at time t. Then on As,,, 
{e[(ADn)Zl~n_ l  ] ~ z} ~ {Cn c, 9(lM,;, lM~.+l) <<, 2z}w{C.; 9(IMp., e) <~ 2z}. 
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By Proposition 3.13 and Lemma A.5, the probability of the first event is bounded by 
P(A~,,; CC; g(IM,., lM,,,+ 1) ~ 2Z) ~< dP(A~,t; C~.; g(l~., Ii. + 1) <~ 2z) 
<~ 4d(d - 1)(d - 2) (2z) 2/3. (22) 
Notice that on the set As,,, the process {Y~} still has stationary distribution. For the 
second set, use that g(x,y) >>- x2y and apply Proposition 3.13 and Lemma A.6, 
P(A~,,; C.; g(IM~, g) <~ 2z) ~< P(As,t; Cn; (IM:) z ~< ~< 
<~ d(d - 1) [] 
Finally, from Proposition 3.12 and Lemma 3.14 we see that: 
Proposition 3.15 For s < t, 
2 /" 4x "~ 2/3 ( 4x ~1/2 
P(A~,,; Qs., <<. x) <<. 8d(d - 1)(d - ) ~(t - -~)  + 2d2 \e(t - s)J 
3.4.3. Recovery time 
Here we bound the second term in Eq. (18). 
Proposition 3.16. Let cl = 144e and 0 < e < 6 with 3 = 1/cld 5, then 
1(  ~) (~)  
P(Ta- l<~s;T~aa<~t<Ta)<<. l - -~  1 -  1 -  
+t -s -  + ctd4 + P(A~'e+s)/2)' 
where A,,, = {Ta-1 ~< s < t < min{Td,  T(3aa}  and its probability is bounded as in 
Proposition 3.9. 
Recall that T~ad is the first time that the unmatched particles M{ and M{ get into 
a bad situation: they become neighbors and are closer than e. Let us introduce two new 
stopping times: the first one, TR~e ..... y, represents he first time after time T~ao, that the 
interval (YM~-I,YM~+I) becomes larger than some fixed quantity 3>e.  Let 
LI = X] -X I -1  and for 6 > ~ > 0, let 
min{t ~ TBad, L, + > 3 for i = MT~..}. rRecovery ~ e . i L~ + 1 x 
The second stopping time, represents the first time after TR ...... y that a uniform 
random point U~ lands in the interval (YM;-~, YM,,+ 1), 
S -= min{t/> TR ...... y, Ute(YM;.-1, YM;+l)}. 
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We prove that for suitable 6 and ~, it takes at most a polynomial amount of time for 
6 TR~ .... y and S to happen and once S occurs, with a probability of at least ½ - ~ for 
some small ~, > 0, the unmatched particles will match. We proceed as follows: write 
B~,, = {T  a_ 1 ~< s; T~a d ~< t < Ta}, then 
P(B~.,) <. P(Tdad ~< t < Td; S <~ t) + P(Ta-  1 <~ s; Tl~ad < Td; S > t) 
<<. P(TdlIr.>r~. 1> S) + P(Td-1 <~ s; SI{r.>r~..l >t). (23) 
The following two lemmas give bounds for each of the terms in inequality (23), leading 
to Proposition 3.16. 
Lemma 3.17. Let cl = 144e and 0 < e < 6 = 1/c~d 5, then 
1 (1 -~) (1  -~)  • P(TdlIr~ >ra.~} ~ S) ~> 
Observe that for e = 6/d, and d large, the probability of obtaining the dth match 
before time S, is at least almost one half. 
Proof. Let $1 be the first time after Tl~ad that a uniform random point lands in the 
interval (YM~- 1, YM,~+ 1), 
$1 = min{t >~ ~ ' Y^4,+a)} Taad, Ut~(YMr-1 ,  , 
and observe that 
e(Tdl~r~ >raodl <~ S) >~ e(Td l I r  , >r~.dl = S) 
6 >1 P(TJ~r,>r~,l = SIS1 > TR ...... y)P(S1 > TR . . . . . .  y)" 
But, 
6 P(Tdllr, >r~.~l = SIS1 > TR ...... y) = P(TdlIr~ >ra~} = SIIS1 > TR ...... y). (24) 
The latter is the probability that for t + 1 = S, Ut+l ~(XM:- I ,XM:)  and the c.d. is 
chosen or that U,+I~(YM~,,YM,;+I) and the c.c.d, is chosen, given that 
Ut+l ~ (YM,~-I, YM,~+ 1). Since at time t, Dt < e and lM,~ + lM~+ ~ > 6 (see Fig. 8), the 
right-hand side of (24) is given by 
Dt 
~(1 /M, -~l-M,÷ 1) >~ 1 (1 -- -~) " ,  , ~" 2
6 For the probability of {$1 > TR ...... y}, write 16 for an interval of length 6, then 
{$1 > TR ~ ...... y} = U,e(rM,_,, Y~;+,)} -- 
I~t = T~ad÷ 1 Lt = T~a+ 1 
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< E 
YM{-1 XMg YM~ YMf +I 
• 0 0 • - -  
XM~-I XMF+I 
>6 
Fig. 8. For  t ~ [T~ ...... y, $1), the unmatched particles are closer than a and (Y,~I{ + 1 - Yu{- l) > 6. 
taking probabilities and applying Markov's inequality and Wald's equation, we find 
that 
= -E[TR . . . . . .  y -  rBad]6 .  -E  l{u,~5} P(S1 > Tr~ ...... y) ~> 1 1 ~ 
I t  = T~+ 1 
Finally, we will show that for 6 = 1/c~ ds, 
TR . . . . . .  y T~,~  L,, (25) 
where T, is the amount of time after Tl~ad needed by the center of gravity of the process 
{X,} to go once around the circle. Then, according to Corollary 3.6, Section 3.3, we 
have that 
6 e E[TR~ ..... y -  TBad] ~< E[T,,] <~ Cld 4 (26) 
and so the lemma follows. 
Inequality (25) follows from two facts: the first is Theorem 3.7, in Section 3.3 which 
says that by time T (T is the amount of time needed by the center of gravity of the 
process {Xt} to go once around the circle) all d particles must have moved more than 
1/d, that is, for all i = 1, . . . ,d, 
1 
2 <rx~ - x~ I. (27) 
The second fact is that for every particle i and for 6 = 1/cld 5, there exists a time 
n before time T, such that particle i moves at least 6 between time n - 1 and time n, 
1 
I xA -xA-11  = IAX~I ~> 6-  (28)  
Cl dS" 
To see this, suppose the contrary, namely that for all n6 [1, ..., T],  [AX~I < 6, then 
by (2?), 
1 ,,~1= Axin T 
n=l  
Taking expectations and according to Corollary 3.6, Section 3.3 we get a contradic- 
tion, namely that 
1 . 1 1 
- ,<E[ IX~-X~[]  < ~SE[T] ~< c~ 3 c~d4= - d" a 
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Thus (28) holds and since this result is independent of the initial distribution, we 
also find that for all particles i there exists a time te  [T~ad + 1, . . . ,  T~,d + T.]  
such that 
1 
I AX~I > - -  (29) cld 5" 
But in order for particle i to be able to move at least 1/cxd 5 at time t, it is necessary 
that either LI-  1 or Lj +_ ~ be larger than 1/cl d 5, depending on the direction in which the 
particle moves at time t (clockwise or counterclockwise). In particular, this is true for 
particle i=  M~ d, so that there exists an me [T~ad, . . . ,  T~a d + T, -- 1] such that 
L / + L/,, +l > 6, 
therefore ~ TR . . . . . .  y < TBa d + T~. [] 
To bound the second term on the right-hand side of inequality (23) we use the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.18. Let cl = 144e, and let e and 6 be such that 0 < e < 6 = 1/cld 5. Then 
P(Ta-1 <~ s; Sllr~>r~.} > t) <~T~s_  + cxd 4 + P(As,(t+~)/2), 
where a~,~ = { Td-1 ~< s < t < min { Td, T~ad } }. 
Proof. Write S as (S --T~ad) + Td~d, SO that 
P(Ta_ 1 <~ s;Sl{r~>r~.d } > t) ~P  (S --r~ad) I{r~>r~.~ } > ~  
Applying Markov's inequality 
For  the expectation, notice that 
2E[(S --T~ad)l{~>r~..}] 
t - - s  
(30) 
-- = -- TR . . . . . .  y )  l{r, >r~,~}] + E[TR ...... y - T~ad]. E[(S TBad) IIr. > r~.~}] E[(S ~ 
By expression (26), the second expectation is bounded by c~d 4. The first term is the 
expected amount of time required (after time t = TR ...... y) to get the first uniform 
random point into the interval (YM',-1, YM~+ ~)" Since this interval has a length of at 
least 6, this expected value is bounded above by the expectation of a geometric 
random variable with a probabil ity of success 6. Thus, 
1 
E[ (S  -- T~R . . . . . .  y) I{r, > r~.,}] ~< 3" 
92 
For the second probability in (30), we find that 
P(Td-1 <~s;T ,ad l{r ,>r~. ,}>~-)<~P(Ta- i  <<.s;min{Td,T{3ad} 
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= P(A , ,~t+s) /2 )  
[] which is what we wanted to prove. 
3.4.4. Putting things together 
Proof. Recall expression (18) and substitute the bounds obtained in Proposition 3.9 
and 3.16, 
1 (1 -~) (1 -~)  + 2 P(G, ,) <. P(As t) + 1 - -~ , , ~_s(~+c,d4)+e(As.~t+~,/2) ,  
where Gs, t = { Ta > t; Ta- , <~ s}, As.t = { Td-1 ~ s ( t ( min{Tn, T~.d}} and 
~< 4 1 -  ( "~ / / " ]2  4x 1/2 
setting 6 = 1Iced s and e = 6/d, and observing that the second term in inequality (32) is 
smaller than the third one, it follows that for some constant c, 
p(A~t)+P(A~t,+~)i2) _<8exp(l _4) +cd5( x "~,i2 
" " "~ 3 \~-s )  " 
Substitute this bound in expression (31) to obtain the theorem. [] 
Remark. The functionfa(. ) comes from bounding the distribution of the total quad- 
ratic variation process {Q~.t} between times s and t. This is the only term (in the bound 
obtained in Theorem 3.19), that uses the fact that the process {Yt} is stationary (see 
Propositions 3.12 and 3.15). 
(31) 
/ x \  112 
" 
Theorem 3.19 summarizes the results obtained in the last three sections. 
Theorem 3.19. Let x > 0 and cl = 144e. Then regardless of the initial distribution of the 
coupling {(Xt, Yt)}, for all times t after time s, it follows that 
~( ~)2 2Cld4(d_F1) 
P(Ta > t; Ta-1 ~< s)  ~< 1 - 1 - + t -  s 
+7 
where the function fd is such that for some constant c, 
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The constant term in Theorem 3.19, is slightly larger than one half (by 
(l/d)(1 - 1/2d)), but we want to find a bound strictly smaller than one half. For  this 
purpose, we study the coupling not only between times s and t, but for an additional 
time interval of length t - s, that is, during the time interval (s, s + 2(t - s)). 
Corollary 3.20. Let  ~ e [-X4(l + 2/d) 2,½). Then, there exists a constant G,  such that for  
t~ = c~d 1° and s < t~, 
P(Td > s + 2(t~ -- s); Td-1 ~ S) ~ CX. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.19, given fl ~ (½ + 1, 1) and s < to, with tp of the order dl°, we see 
that 
P(Td > s + (tp -- s); Td-1 <~ s) <. ~ + +f~(tp -- s) <~ ft. (33) 
Now, suppose that for time t = tp, this probability is actually less than or equal to 
some fixed number less than one-half, say 0.4, 
P( ra  > s + (t - s); Ta- 1 <- s) < t-~. 
Then we also know that 
P(Ta > s + 2(t - s); Ta-1 ~ s) ~ P(Ta > s + (t - s); Ta-1 <- s) < 4 ,  
and the corollary follows. Otherwise, if 
P(Td > s + (t -- s); Ta_ 1 ~< s) ~> ~o (34) 
at time t, stop and start a new analysis of the time to the last match. Now, instead of 
following the coupling between times s and s + (t - s), we do it between times t and 
t + (t - s). In doing so, we get the same bound as we did in the former case, except for 
the term fd(').  This term bounds the distribution of the total quadratic variation 
process {Qt} and its derivation involved the stationarity of the process { Yt}. But using 
the fact that for any two events A and B, where B is an event of probability at least 7, 
P(A)  P(A)  
P (A IB)  <~ ~(~ <-% - -?  
taking B = {Td > t; Te 1 ~< s} and by expression (34), the factorfd(.) that bounds the 
distribution of Qt,t+t-s, would now be inflated by a factor of ~ ,  thus 
P(Td > 2t - s; Td- 1 <. s) 
= P(Td  > t -[- (t - -  S); r d_ 1 ~ st r d > t; r d_ 1 ~ s) P (Ta  > t; Ta- 1 ~ s) 
2 + f . ( t  - s) . (35) 
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By expression (33), we can find t = t~ > s of order d 1° (with fie(½ + 1/d, 1)) such that 
e(Ta > 2ta_s; Ta- 1 ~ S) ~ f12. 
To make this probability smaller than ½, choose f ie(½+ 1/d, (½)1/2) and set 
~=p2. [] 
3.5. Time to reach stationarity 
Theorem 1.2. Let % be the time needed to be a-close to stationarity (in total variation 
distance), then there exists a constant C2(~) = C2 such that 
% <<. CEdlzlogd. 
Proof. By expression (9) in Section 3.1.2, we need to bound the probability 
P(Ta > t'; Ta- 1 <~ s) not only by a half, but also by at most 1/2d, for some polynomial 
time t'. By the same argument used to obtain the bound in (35), we study the coupling 
for m extra periods of time of length t - s each, to get the result that for p < 1/2d, 
P (Ta>s+m(t -s ) ;Ta - l  <~s)<~ +~+ fa ( t - - s )  • 
P 
Choose m so that the bound on the right-hand side is less than 1/2d: Take t of the 
order d a2 to make (i/p) fa(t - s) small, and thus for t' = s + m(t - s) of the order 
d1210gd, 
1 
P(Ta > t') < 2--d" 
If this probability is smaller than ~ < 1/2d, use 
logct t' = C2d~210gd ~ d(z~) <<. ct, 
z~ = log 2--~ 
and thus the theorem is proved. [] 
3.6. Concluding remarks 
In Cu611ar Montoya (1993) we proved that the time needed to approach stationarity 
is at most a polynomial in the number of particles of degree 10. For this, we bound 
P(Td > t) <. P(Ta-  1 > s) + P(Td > t; Ta- 1 <~ s) 
and prove that the tail probability of Td- 1 can be made arbitrarily small for a time s of 
order  d 9 log d. In addition, since 
d(nt) <~ [2d(t)]", 
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it suffices to show that the probability P(T~ > t; T~_ 1 <<. s) is less than one-half or 
a time t of order d 1° (see Section 3.4). This polynomial time comes from Proposition 
3.9: For some constant cp, 
- -  =~ - - + S ,  P(min{Td, T~.a}>t;Ta_~ <~s)<~c~d 2 (t s) <<.fl t>~c~ e 
(36) 
where e has the restrictions that: e < 6 and 6 is such that the expectation E[TR ...... y] 
can be proved to be also a polynomial in d. Clearly, the larger we are able to choose c~, 
the smaller the degree of the polynomial in (36) will be. The best we can do is to take 
6 = 1/d 5, using the fact that by the time the center of gravity has gone once around the 
circle, each particle has moved at least 1/d. Further, we also want to make the ratio e/6 
as small as possible so that the constant 
1 -½(1 -3)(1 --~) 
obtained in bounding the probability P(min{Td, T~ad} > t; Ta-1 ~ s) (see Proposi- 
tion 3.16), can be made as small as possible. Taking all this into account makes 
e = 6/d. The factor d 4 in expression (36), comes from the next two facts: First, we 
bound the distribution of the marked interval of the stationary process by a random 
marked interval. The latter is a worst-case analysis in the sense that " i d If{It}i=1 are the 
intervals between particles in the stationary process at time t and V, is uniform on 
{ 1 . . . .  , d}, then for small z (see Lemma A.6 in Appendix A): 
P(lu: <<. z) = dP(lv, <<. z) = dP(lit ~< z) = d[1 - (1  - z) d-l]  ~ d(d - 1)z. 
Writing W, for the minimum of ~ d {lt}i=l (see Lemma A.4), we also find that 
P(IM~, <~ Z) <~ P(W, ~< z) = 1 --(1 -- dz) a] ~ dZz. 
Second, we bound the distribution of the quadratic variation of the martingale {Dr } 
by the distribution of e-times the squared-length of the marked interval of the 
stationary process, 
e(g(lM~)2 ~2)~ d2(~) U2. 
The analysis of the coupling during the time interval [Td-2, Td-1) is very similar 
to the one performed uring [Td-~, Td). The main difference being that instead 
of using a martingale, we define a submartingale in terms of the two unmatched 
particles of the stationary process (there are two during [Td-2, Ta-1)). Since the 
time that this submartingale needs to escape from a strip, also provides an upper 
bound for the time needed to get the next match, namely Tn_l, and since the 
submartingale is defined only in terms of the unmatched particles of the stationary 
process, the analysis of Td-1 is essentially the same as the one performed for 
min{Td, T~ad} in Section 3.4.2. 
In this paper, the extra factor of d 2 log d for the time to get the last match, comes 
from having to study the coupling for a log d extra periods of time of length t - s, and 
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from the fact that now, we need a time t of order d 12 (instead of dl°), to make the term 
dfd(t) (instead ofjustfd(t)) arbitrarily small. 
As concerns the times for the first d - 2 matches, the key result is Proposition 3.2, 
from which it follows that for any r > k, 
supPx(Tk > t; Tk_ 1 <~ S) <~ supPx(Tr > t; Tr_ 1 <~ s). (37) 
x x 
Using the fact that the stopping times Td-~ and Td are at most of the orders d 9 log d 
and d ~°, respectively, we apply inequality (37) for r = d - 1 (in this paper we use d). 
As long as we are unable to improve the bounds for the times to get the penultimate 
and the last matches, there is no use in trying to improve the bounds obtained for 
d-2  {Tk}k=2. Still, we would like to make some remarks about these times. 
As mentioned, Proposition 3.2, provides an indirect way of getting bounds for the 
tail probabilities of the times d-2 {Tk}k=2. We do not know of any other way of analyzing 
these times directly and in general. The best we can do, is to analyze these times given 
a specific initial distribution of the coupling, which even if it is not the worst one (in the 
sense that it takes the longest amount of time to get all the d matches), at least 
intuitively, it should be close to it. This initial distribution is given by the following: 
Yo has stationary distribution and Xo is such that all the d particles 
are between any two consecutive particles of the stationary process. (38) 
This is a bad initial distribution for the following reasons: First, a special case is to let 
all the particles from Xo occupy exactly the same position, with the convention, of 
course, that only one particle can be moved at a time. Secondly, a necessary condition 
for forming a new match is that at least one pair of neighboring unmatched particles 
must come from different processes. The more such pairs, the more possibilities there 
are for getting new matches. It can be proved that given (38), for each time t after time 
1, the number of such pairs is at most two. The analysis in this particular case of the 
times d - 2 (Tk)k=  is again a generalization of the submartingale case: A first analysis 
yields also that Tk is at most of order d 9 log d, but a more careful analysis might 
improve this bound by a factor of d. 
Still, for small values of k, the polynomial of degree nine (or even eight), overesti- 
mates the times { Tk }. To illustrate this, take Tk = 2. Direct computations yield that 
this time is at most of order d: 
Proposition 3.21. Regardless of the initial distribution of the coupling, 
( d - - l~ '  
P(T2>t+I)~< 1 2d 2 j .  
Appendix A. Distributions related to the stationary process 
We state some distributions related to the intervals between particles of the 
stationary process. Let Y1, ..-, Yd be the order statistics of d i.i.d, uniformly distrib- 
uted random variables on the circle (which represent the positions of the particles). 
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For each i, let li = Y i -  Yi-1 be the length of the interval formed by the two 
consecutive order statistics Y~_ 1 and Y~. 
LemmaA.1 .  For O <~ x, y <~ 1 and O <<. x + y <<. l, 
fi,t~+l(x,y) = (d - 1)(d - 2)(1 - x - -  y )d -3 .  
Lemma A.2. All the intervals {li}~= 1are identically distributed as beta random variables 
with parameters 1 and d - 1, namely for 0 < x < 1, 
ft,(x) = (d - 1)(1 - x) a-2. 
Lemma A.3. The joint r-th and s-th moments of the intervals Ii and li+l are given by 
r!s!(d - 1)! 
e[lTl +,] = 
(d + r + s -1 ) ! "  
Lemma A.4. Let W be the length of the shortest interval between particles in the unit 
circle, namely W = mini <i<a{li}, then for 0 < w < 1/d, 
1 
P (W>w)=(1-dw)  e and E[W]  =~.  
Lemma A.5. For all 0 <<. z <<. 1, P[l i l i+l( l i  + li+l) <~ z] <~ 4(d - 1)(d - 2 )z  2/3.  
Proof. Use that max {x, y} ~< x + y and the symmetry of the densityft,,t~+, to show that 
P[l i l i+l( l i  + li+1) <~ z] <~ 2P[li( l i+l) 2 <~ z;li < l i+ l ] .  
Now, 
P[lil~+l <~ z;li < li+l] 
<~ 3o ft,,~,.,(x,y)dxdy ft, .t , . ,(x,y)dxdy 
~< - (d  - l) (1 - x - y)a-2 [Yody + (d - 1)(d - 2) dxdy  
1,'3 
1 
= 1 - (1 - z l /3)  d -1  --I- ~[(1 - -  2z1/3)  a -1  - 1] + (d - 1)(d - -  2) (z  z /3  - -  z). 
Finally, since for 0 ~< x ~< 1, 
1 -- dx <~ (1 - x) a <~ 1 - dx + a~a~l~x2 
it follows that 
P(li(li+l) 2 <~ z;li < li+l) <<. 2(d -  1 ) (d -  2)z 2/3. [] 
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Lemma A.6. For all z >t O, P(li <<. z) <<. (d - 1)z. 
Appendix B. The amount of variance needed to escape from a strip 
Let {Dr} be a martingale with respect o a filtration {~}.  Write A o for the initial 
position of the martingale and A~,A2, . . . ,  for its increments. Let Q~ be its total 
quadratic variation up to time t, that is, 
t 
Q, ~- Var [D . l~ ,_ , ]  = ~ E[A2 Iy ._ , ] .  
n=l  n=l  
Let a > 0 and consider the first time T. that the martingale {Dr} escapes from the strip 
+ a, 
{~ n{t; l)~=lA, I ~> a} if such t exists, T, = otherwise. 
Then the intrinsic time or the total amount of conditional variance needed by the 
martingale to escape from the strip + a is Qro (see Blackwell and Freedman, 1973; 
Freedman, 1975). 
Theorem B.1 (Blackwell and Freedman, 1973). IflDTo -- Dol ~ a + 1 almost surely, 
then 
p(Qro>x)<(a+ l)2exp(1 x )  
2a +-----1 (a + 1) 2 " 
A simple variation of this theorem, Corollary B.2, is used in Section 3.4. 
Corollary B.2. Let T be a stopping time with respect o ~,.  Consider the first time z, 
after time T, that the martingale {Dr} escapes from the strip +_a. I f  
IDr+t - Drl <~ a + 1 almost surely, then 
(a + 1) 2 t/, x ) P(',.=r+, ~'°  E [A21~"- ' ]  > x ~< 2a + 1 exp k '  (a ~- I) z " 
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